
TALES OF AMORE
Italian movies focus

In the presence of Marina Vlady.

For this fifth edition of BRIFF, Italian way of love and its seductive accents are in the spotlight.

To pay tribute to this Italian heritage, the BRIFF has collaborated with the Cineteca di Bologna to bring together five fully restored
gems, emblematic of the transalpine cinematographic art of the 1950s and 1960s. Signed by the country's greatest directors
such as Antonioni, Ferreri and Pasolini, and then coated with the "amore" that the Italians have established as an art of living, they
generously contribute to enriching the cinematographic heritage of the most romantic of peninsulas.

Last but not least: starring in three of our five selected films, the fabulous Marina Vlady will honour us with her presence during
this fifth edition of the festival. 





Program

CRONACA DI UN AMORE (STORY OF A LOVE AFFAIR), by Michelangelo Antonioni, Italy, 1950, 1H38
GIORNI D’AMORE (DAYS OF LOVE), by Giuseppe De Santis and Leopoldo Savona, Italy, 1954, 1H38
LA RAGAZZA IN VETRINA (THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW), by Luciano Emmer, Italy, 1961, 1H30
UNA STORIA MODERNA – L’APE REGINA (THE CONJUGAL BED), by Marco Ferreri, Italy, 1963, 1H28, Award of the
Best Actress at the Festival de Cannes 1963 for Marina Vlady
COMIZI D’AMORE (LOVE MEETINGS), documentary by Pier Paolo Pasolini, Italy, 1964, 1H32

The five little-known films that are part of the Tales of Amore program deliver an image far from the consensual Italian
cinematography. These films carry stories that demonstrate the incredible talent of Italian filmmakers to tell love and change the
world.

In Giorni d'amore by Giuseppe De Santis, Marina Vlady was only 16 when she found herself alongside a young star, Marcello
Mastroianni. Two families of poor peasants from the South, clash as in Verona, and cannot accept the passion that unites their
children.

La ragazza in vetrina, which also counts Pasolini among its screenwriters, cost Luciano Emmer his career. He had dared to show
the fatal attraction between an Italian minor and Marina Vlady, a prostitute in Amsterdam. Shot 4 years after the tragedy of
Marcinelle, the film tells what the power of the time wanted to hide and the censorship was relentless.

Una storia moderna – L’ape regina, Marco Ferreri's film, transforms Marina Vlady into a Queen Bee, who dominates her husband by
reducing him to a reproductive mother. A sulphurous film against bourgeois Catholic morality, which allowed Marina Vlady to earn
the interpretation prize at Cannes.

With Comizi d'amore, Pier Paolo Pasolini investigates sexuality by crossing Italy from South to North. As always well ahead of his
time, he asks the real questions that everyone is talking about today but which were still taboo in 1964.

Thanks to Cronaca di un amore, Michelangelo Antonioni turns the page of neorealism and begins his work as a detective of female
psychology, opening up to modernity.

All of these films were restored by the Cineteca di Bologna and presented at the Il Cinema Ritrovato festival. These magnificent
digital restorations aim to give films a second life and a new audience all over the world.

Retrospective in collaboration with the Bologna Cinematheque and the Il Cinema Ritrovato festival.

More information

https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/film/giorni-damore/
https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/en/film/la-ragazza-in-vetrina-2/
https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/film/una-storia-moderna-lape-regina/
https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/film/comizi-damore/
https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/en/film/cronaca-di-un-amore/
https://festival.ilcinemaritrovato.it/en/
https://briff.be/en/film_cat/tales-of-amore/
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